Cindy Yamanaka, Press Enterprise

Hundreds of Murrieta-area
residents were expected to
spend another night away from
their homes Thursday night,
Sept. 5, as the wind-whipped
Tenaja fire grew to nearly 2,000
acres, damaging two homes and
threatening many others.

Photo by Terry Pierson, The Press-Enterprise/SCNG

About 570 homes were under evacuation orders, and at least 141 of
those, the residents decided to stay, Cal Fire Division Chief Todd
Hopkins said at an evening news conference.
The fire had burned 1,974 acres and was 10% contained as of 5:30
p.m. last Thursday, Cal Fire said.
Officials were hoping that the fire would lay down overnight on
Thursday as the winds die down. Winds from the north were
expected in the morning, followed by a shift in the afternoon when
spot fires become a particular danger.
MORE HERE

More than 500 firefighters have been assigned to the Tenaja fire in
Riverside County, which broke out about 4 p.m. last Wednesday near
Tenaja and Clinton Keith roads.
WATCH HERE
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“Catch on fire and people will come for miles to
see you burn”
- John Wesley
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Captain Eric Ackerman
Halligan basics for firefighter forcible entry training
Fire Rescue 1 • Aug 26, 2019 • by Fire Rescue 1 Staff

Neighbors Helping Neighbors

EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci
Understanding Aphasia: Realities and Strategies for EMS Providers
JEMS • Aug 16, 2019 • by Ellayne S Ganzfried, MS, CCC-SLP, Avi Golden

Have you ever heard a chief order a crew to perform forcible entry
or another crew call for forcible entry only to see your team simply
kick the door in or take out the glass of an aluminum-framed
commercial door? The chief or officer called for forcible entry, not
vandalism, not demolition. I mean, really, if you're not going to use
the tools properly (or at all), why have them on the apparatus? Why
carry them all over the fireground? Let's all just carry
sledgehammers!

It was a chance encounter one day as I scanned Facebook posts from
“friends” and acquaintances. I have countless “friends”, many of which I
have never met in person, but find, through their content or other
“friends” to be in my world of interest and specialization.

Fortunately, the vast majority of doors you will encounter can be
forced with little effort and little damage. More often than not, if
you choose the proper technique for the door construction and
consider the tool’s design, it’s usually faster, more efficient, less
damaging
–
with
more
reliable
results.

Avi seemed like someone I could utilize to alert me to interesting articles,
studies and innovations he found on the Web. So, I reached out to him that
day and asked him to call me. He responded back in a rather cryptic note
– replying that we should continue the discussion on Messenger.

Several postings were from paramedic Avi Golden, one such “friend” I
followed frequently on Facebook and found to be sharp, inquisitive and
ever-present on the Web.

Thinking
MessengerInformation
was too impersonal,
First
Responder
HERE I replied that I really wanted to
We can accomplish this by focusing on Halligan tool basics. And,
yes, I am referring to the “old,” “reliable” and “proven” methods –
not the “cool,” “newest” or “fad” approach you just found on a
social media site. The videos that some of the traveling training
groups or individual instructors post on social media rarely show
the iron’s most reliable use, meaning they rarely show what should
be tried first.
MORE HERE

Captain Eric Ackerman

How a group of Missouri firefighters are reducing their
exposure to carcinogens

speak to Avi via the phone to personally communicate my thinking to him.
He said “OK” and my phone soon rang.
I answered the phone and heard a synthesized voice on the other end. I
inquired about what was an unusual voice coming across and that is when
Avi relayed to be his background as an emergency responder and educator
and the stroke he had suffered that left him aphasic.
MORE HERE

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen
Eliminate 10 Fire Hazards That May Be in Plain Sight
OH&S • April 1, 2019• Karen Hamel

Fire Rescue 1• Mar 1, 2019 • By Sarah Calams

Last year, a one-hour local news special featured an in-depth look
at why so many Boston firefighters are succumbing to occupational
cancer. The emotional special, "Boston's Bravest: Facing a Hidden
Killer," reported that more than 190 Boston firefighters have died
from occupational cancer over the last 28 years.
The Boston Fire Department also released additional
videos detailing the dangers of occupational cancer. Throughout
the videos, firefighters who have been diagnosed with cancer
appear fit, healthy and in the prime of their lives. However, a
startling statistic rolls across the screen: 67 percent of Boston
firefighters will face a cancer diagnosis.
The issue of cancer in the fire service does not discriminate – it
affects both large and small departments, urban and rural, paid
and volunteer.
MORE HERE

Fire departments across the nation respond to about 13 calls from
business and industry every hour, according to NFPA estimates.
That's in addition to the average of 43 calls from residential
properties that come in hourly.
In total, these fires cause more than $13 billion in property damage
and kill more than 3,000 people each year. Preventing workplace
fires involves identifying the specific hazards that are present in the
facility, following local building and fire codes, and putting plans in
place to minimize potential fire risks.
At an everyday execution level, routinely checking for some of the
most common causes of workplace fires and the injuries related to
fires can help to reduce the need to be one of those 13 hourly calls
to local responders. Each of these items can be added to daily,
weekly, or other routine safety inspections that are already taking
place, and most take less than two minutes to check in an area.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

MORE HERE
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Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1:

In service

T2R:

In service

E2:

OOS-Pump Repair

E3:

In service

E3R:

OOS-Steering

E4:

In service

Station 1: Wood stain in progress
Station 2: No activity
Station 3: No activity

E4R:
In service
Fire Rescue
1• Jun 20, 2019 • By FireRescue1 Staff
E5:

Battalion Chief Steve Kean

In service

Station 4: Exterior paint pending
Station 5: Nothing to report

B2:

In service

B3:

In service

B4:

In service

OES:

In service

R5:

In service

WT:

In service

A&L:

In service

from Dawn Morrison

Rarely Recognized, dispatchers play vital role in saving lives
Politifact • August 23, 2019 • By Ciara O’Rouke
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ZANESVILLE - Amidst the daily chaos
of law enforcement, fire and EMS, lies
the men and women on the receiving
end of 911. Dispatchers are literally the
lifeline heroes of every emergency,
according to Kim Hambel, director of
operations at the Muskingum County
Sheriff's office.

Yet they are seldom credited and even less often experience the resolve of
their first-responder efforts.
"Whether it's a fatal crash on the Interstate or an 80-year-old woman
whose electric has gone out, it's the dispatcher's job to get people the help
they need quickly and professionally," Hambel said "Every call you're
dealing with is one of the worst days of someone's life."
Hambel, a 29-year veteran of communications at the sheriff's office, still
hears the screams and voices of the past.
Among the most memorable calls was the July 12, 1994 death of Lt. Michael
Lutz and the Oct. 18, 2011 death of Terry Thompson and 56 exotic animals.

MOREHERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Began: September 4, 2019
Total Acres: 1,926
838 personnel, 87 Engines, 7 Helicopters, 29 Hand Crews, 7 Dozers

As the Tenaja Fire moved into neighborhoods and was bumping structures
on Thursday afternoon, firefighters engaged in multiple individual and
intense battles to protect life and property. One such battle was engaged
near Murrieta Fire Station 5, at the end of Vineyard Parkway off of Calle
Del Oso Oro. The night prior, a Cal Fire dozer had cleared vegetation
around the property to the tune of two blade-widths, in preparation for
the possibility that the fire could move down the canyon. As the afternoon winds drove the fire down the
canyon on Thursday, another dozer with the Orange County Fire Authority cleared more brush from
behind the property while Murrieta Fire & Rescue firefighters quickly deployed hose lines in defense of
their own station. The firefight was intense - so intense that I couldn't even photograph most of it, as the
heat and smoke was more than I could handle. Once they had won the battle behind the station,
firefighters turned their efforts to nearby Murrieta Creek, as the fire advanced into heavy brush within
the ravine and started threatening homes in the area of Silverwood Street, Maple Court, and Pine Creek
Place. The battle in the creek bed was unbelievable. With flawless precision and synchronicity, two
different helicopters began pounding the fire from above with multiple drops, as the ORCO dozer moved
into the creek and literally began pushing over trees that were fully involved in fire. A team of Cal Fire
firefighters from SLU moved into the area behind the dozer, deploying a hose lay along the dozer line and
knocking down the advancing flames. At the same time, several engine companies deployed hose lines
into the backyards of multiple homes and battled the intense flames as they advanced into yards and tried
to gobble up homes. Within just a few minutes, this battle had ended as quickly as it started, with
firefighters once again emerging victoriously. The copters quickly moved on to protect more homes along
Silverwood on the other side of Vineyard, and the engine companies bumped along to the next houses in
need of their efforts. These are a few of the shots I managed to take at Station 5, and along Murrieta
Creek as the battles ensued. This fire was more overwhelming than any other fire I've ever covered or
fought. The winds, smoke and heat were so intense, that I was often overcome and couldn't even breathe.
Behind Station 5 especially, it seemed like every breath I took was 100% hot smoke and ash, and I couldn't
inhale enough oxygen to function, as the fire proceeded to suck it all up. As I worked my way back to my
car to close myself inside and catch my breath,
the firefighters remained out there battling,
refusing to allow the fire to win and consume the
station. Our local firefighters are amazing heroes,
and this is just one of their amazing stories from
Thursday. I'll soon post more photos, but I
wanted to get this story out there first. God bless
our first responders, and please keep them safe!
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WATCH JOE’S VIDEO
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From shouts of “Thank you” and
waves as we passed by.
Donations delivered to our
stations and posters left for us to
see – the outpouring of
community support has truly
been humbling.
Thank you for your support!

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

